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Quantifying thermal variation
around gray infrastructure in
urban India
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Introduction: Dense cities in developing nations face rapid urban sprawl. This

alters the local ecology and contributes significantly to the local temperature

variation. Gray infrastructure (GI) includes vital processes of sewage treatment and

wastewater pumping stations. GI is attributed to large greenhouse gas emissions

and high energy utilization, contributing to the local urban heat island e�ect.

A knowledge gap exists in assessing GI contribution to the local temperature

variation in megacities of developing nations like India.

Methodology: In this study, the Thermal Variance Index (TVI) was derived around

a bu�er zone for 7 Sewage Treatment Plants (STPs) in Mumbai. Landsat 8 remote

sensing imagery was used with summer and winter variation for alternate years

from 2014 to 2021.

Results and discussion: Three STPs set within densely built surroundings showed

a cooling profile. Four STPs located among wetlands displayed a heating profile.

The surrounding built spaces showed significant influence on the TVI recorded.

The STP Cooling E�ect (CE) was further quantified by deducing its Cooling Range

(CR) and Cooling Intensity (CI). STPs within densely built areas showed higher

Cooling Range and Cooling Intensity. Regression analysis models indicated a

high positive correlation for the Normalized Di�erence Built-up Index (NDBI),

Landscape Shape Index (LSI), and STP capacity. Normalized Di�erence Vegetation

Index (NDVI), Modified Normalized Di�erenceWater Index (MNDWI), and STP area

showed a strong negative correlation.

KEYWORDS

gray infrastructure, sewage treatment plant, land surface temperature, heating and

cooling profile, Global South

1 Introduction

Urbanization involves drastic land development from natural areas, water bodies, forest

land etc. into built spaces. This rapid growth without contributes significantly to climate

change (Haaland and van den Bosch, 2015). Cities in developing nations like India are

increasingly experiencing rapid urban sprawl that alters the local ecology and negatively

impacts the living environment (Aithal and Ramachandra, 2016). The urban sprawl with

heterogeneous built forms display variations in outdoor thermal profile. This significantly

impacts the experienced thermal comfort (Mehrotra et al., 2019).

Gray Infrastructure (GI) that largely includes water resource management facilities

like sewage treatment plants, stormwater drains, sewerage pumping stations, desalination

units, etc. provides essential urban services (UNEP, 2017). Sewage Treatment Plants (STPs)

are an essential aspect of GI and are perceived as contributors of waste heat, pollutants,

noise and residual waste (Sarkar and Bhattacharyya, 2015). These conventionally built

water management systems are mostly associated with high greenhouse gas emission levels

(Nguyen et al., 2021), pollution (Afolalu et al., 2022), high energy utilization (Zhu et al.,

2022), increasing the Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect and eventually contribute to climate
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change (Qi et al., 2019). Many studies have investigated the cooling

effects of water bodies at large (Broadbent et al., 2018; Jamei

and Tapper, 2019), mapped the cooling potential of blue-green

infrastructure (Yu et al., 2020) and prescribed UHI mitigation

strategies with green-blue facilities (Gunawardena et al., 2017).

Studies regarding wastewater infrastructure include the economic

potential evaluation of UHI mitigation with stormwater facilities

(Johnson et al., 2021), sustainable drainage to reverse climate

change (Charlesworth, 2010), energy optimization of municipal

wastewater systems (Nowak et al., 2015), reclaimed wastewater

based urban pavement cooling (Yamagata et al., 2008; Wang et al.,

2022). However, very few have evaluated the cooling and heating

trends associated with the GI (Wagner et al., 2022). This knowledge

gap is furthered in the context of developing nations that face rapid

urbanization challenges (Mulligan et al., 2020).

As per the Central Pollution Control Board of India (CPCB)

only 19% of the sewage generated is currently treated. AndMumbai

STPs amount to 2,130 Million Liters per Day (MLD) or 26% of

the nation’s capacity (CPCB, 2021). The STP capacity installed has

a 78% shortfall for the sewage generation volume. About 1,800

MLD capacity STPs are currently under construction. Substantial

capacity addition is envisioned with future development and

progress. Given the nascent stage of GI planning and provision

(Sinha et al., 2009) in developing nations, an enormous opportunity

presents for integrating green-blue-gray infrastructure (Li et al.,

2020; Mulligan et al., 2020) to achieve the Sustainable Development

Goals (SDGs) (Obaideen et al., 2022), ameliorate the urban

environment and improve the quality of life and wellbeing

(Dankelman, 2007). Research that analyses STPs impact on urban

thermal performance is essential for urban planners who could

utilize the learnings and incorporate them in the planning and

design of upcoming GI (UN Habitat et al., 2016) and mitigate

climate change effects (Demuzere et al., 2014). The present research

focusses on the land surface temperature differences as identified

across the seven STP locations and their buffer areas in Mumbai.

The main objectives of the study included

(i) Comparative analysis of the local temperature variation

around STP and buffer areas.

(ii) Quantifying the cooling effect of STPs by deducing CR:

Cooling Range and CI: Cooling Intensity.

(iii) Examining the relationship between temperature variation

influenced by STP factors and buffer characteristics.

Abbreviations: GI, Gray Infrastructure; STP, Sewage Treatment Plant; LST,

Land Surface Temperature; UHI, Urban Heat Island; UCI, Urban Cooling

Island; TVI, Thermal Variance Index; CE, Cooling E�ect; CR, Cooling

Range; CI, Cooling Intensity; NDVI, Normalized Di�erence Vegetation Index;

NDBI, Normalized Di�erence Built-up Index; MNDWI, Modified Normalized

Di�erence Water Index; LSI, Landscape Shape Index; 1T, Temperature

Di�erence; 1TC, Temperature Di�erence for Cooling E�ect; MLD, Million

Liters per Day; SDG, Sustainable Development Goals; MLC, Maximum

Likelihood Classification; MCGM, Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai;

USGS, United States Geological Survey; RS-GIS, Remote Sensing and

Geographic Information System; HC, Heating e�ect STP Cluster; CC, Cooling

e�ect STP Cluster.

2 Data and methodology

2.1 Study area

Mumbai, the financial capital of India, is a megacity with an

estimated population of 12.44 million (Census of India, 2011).

Spread over 458.28 square km (MCGM, 2011), this coastal city

experiences a tropical climate with an average annual rainfall of

1,800mm (Rana et al., 2012). The average summer temperature

ranges between 21◦C and 36◦C, and the highest recorded summer

temperature is 42◦C (Vinayak et al., 2022). The lowest winter

temperatures go down to 16◦C. The urban built environment of

Mumbai is heterogeneous and exhibits multiple instances of the

UHI effect with extreme weather occurrences (Dhorde et al., 2017;

Mehrotra et al., 2020).

Mumbai treats 80% of the total sewage generated, with about

2,130 MLD sewage treatment capacity (CPCB, 2013). The Mumbai

sewerage system serves only 42% of the population (MCGM,

2005). There are seven sewage zones for Mumbai and 13 STPs of

varying capacities and technology usage (CPCB, 2021). As seen in

Figure 1, the seven STPs considered for this study are located at

Worli, Bandra, Dharavi, Versova, Malad, Ghatkopar, and Bhandup,

respectively. The estimated capacity and operational volume of

these STPs is as shown in Figure 2, where the size of the circle

denotes the relative area of the respective STPs.

2.2 Image processing and study variables

The Remote Sensing and Geographic Information System (RS-

GIS) method was used to assess the Land Surface Temperature

(LST) variation over the selected STPs and neighboring buffer

regions. Landsat 8 OLI/TIRS remote sensing imagery with a spatial

resolution of 30 meters was obtained fromUnited States Geological

Survey (USGS). RS Images from the summer and winter months

were incorporated to assess the impact of seasonal variation, as

seen in Table 1. The satellite images of a total 8 dates were selected

from years 2014, 2016, 2019, and 2021 respectively. Two dates

from the summer and winter months per chosen year were selected

having minimal cloud cover (<1%). Supervised classification using

the Maximum Likelihood Classifier (MLC) tool was undertaken in

ArcGIS to derive three classes: (a) Vegetation, (b) Urban Built and

(c) Water/Wetlands. Exploratory variables Normalized Difference

Vegetation Index (NDVI), Normalized Difference Built-up Index

(NDBI), Modified Normalized Difference Water Index (MNDWI),

LST, and Thermal Variance Index (TVI) were derived from the

Landsat 8 image data using the ESRI ArcGIS program (Artis and

Carnahan, 1982; Xu, 2019). NDVI has been widely accepted as a

standardized method to measure and quantify vegetation (Kimothi

et al., 2023) by measuring the difference between red (R) and near-

infrared (NIR) spectral reflectance values from RS data. NDBI

is used to extract built features and built-up regions (Zha et al.,

2003). NDBI has shown a strong positive correlation with the

LST and is pertinent to evaluate thermal profiles, especially in

dense urban areas (Berger et al., 2017; Dai et al., 2018). MNDWI

as developed by Xu (2005) is a water-index that uses the green

(GREEN) and the short wave infrared (SWIR) bands from RS
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FIGURE 1

Location map of 7 STPs and surrounding areas in Mumbai, India.

FIGURE 2

STPs Capacity (MLD) vs the current STPs Operational Volume (MLD) plotted with the size of the circle indicating the relative area of STPs.

data. MNDWI has been found to be more effective in highlighting

waterbodies among the different types of water-related indices

(Szabó et al., 2016). LST was derived using brightness temperature

and land surface emissivity (Reddy et al., 2017). To address

issues of interannual variations and varied atmospheric conditions

associated with comparing remote sensing images of multiple years,

normalization of the LST recorded is suggested as presented by

Zhang (2006). In this study, the Thermal Variance Index (TVI) is

defined as the normalized LST for the selected buffer area using the

following method.
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TABLE 1 Remote sensing satellite images used for RS-GIS analysis.

RS Imagery Date Name

Landsat 8

OLI/TIRS

Path/Row

148/47

12th April 2014 2014S

5th October 2014 2014W

1st April 2016 2016S

26th October 2016 2016W

9th March 2019 2019S

4th November 2019 2019W

15th April 2021 2021S

9th November 2021 2021W

TVI =

LST − LSTmean

STD
(1)

Where, LST is the land surface temperature, LSTmean is the

mean land surface temperature of the buffer area, and STD is

the standard deviation. TVI is used in this research as a measure

to evaluate the temperature variance within a predetermined

buffer zone. The TVI stack profile graph was generated across

the seven STPs individually. Buffer radii of 250m, 500m, 750m,

and 1Km were tested for the seven STPs initially. As maximum

variation in TVI was captured within a 500m radius buffer zone,

it was selected as the TVI buffer radius for this study (Sun et al.,

2012; Lee et al., 2016; Cruz et al., 2019). Continuous buffers of

30m intervals were created around the 7 STPs. The selection

of the 30m buffer interval was based on the spatial resolution

of the Landsat 8 OLI/TIRS remote sensing imagery. The stack

profile line was plotted for a one km distance with the STP at the

center. Two instances of the TVI stack profile graph have been

shown in Figure 4, representing the Versova and Bandra STPs. The

TVI profile was calculated using the Landsat images for the eight

selected dates as represented in Table 1, capturing summer and

winter month variation of each selected year. The mean values of

land use and land cover indicators of NDVI, NDBI, and MNDWI

for the 8 selected dates across the 7 STPs were compared and plotted

in Figure 3.

Multiple STP features and surrounding characteristics were

inspected for this study. The STP parameters considered are area,

perimeter, capacity volume, operational volume, and Landscape

Shape Index (LSI). LSI is defined as the measure of overall shape

complexity and signifies the shape irregularity and compactness.

Higher LSI values indicate a more complex, irregularly shaped

landscape entity. In this study, LSI was derived using the cumulative

boundary divided by the square root of its total area, adjusted by

the circular standard constant (McGarigal and Marks, 1995). The

STP capacity and operational volume data were accessed from the

national inventory of STPs in India, refer Figure 2 (CPCB, 2021).

For tropical climate zones, urban heating instances abound. In

this context the cooling potential of waterbodies or green spaces

have been investigated. However, the cooling effect of GI like STPs

have not been estimated. The Cooling Effect (CE) in this study

is defined as the temperature difference/lowering effectuated by

the STP and is calculated as the function of the Cooling Range

(CR), Cooling Intensity (CI), and Temperature Difference (1TC) as

demonstrated by Sun et al. (2012). To quantify CE, multiple buffer

rings of 30m intervals were plotted around each STP. The Landsat

8 satellite images of 8 specific dates (refer Table 1) were processed to

derive the LST for each buffer interval. Themean LST of each buffer

interval was plotted against the buffer distance for all the dates

selected. The first inflection point of the curve was mapped where

the temperature dropped instead of increasing or vice versa. The

Cooling Range (CR) is defined as the distance from the STP to the

first inflection point. The average CR for the 8 selected dates (refer

Table 1) was identified as CRmean for the specific STP. Temperature

Difference (1TC) in this study is defined as the difference between

the temperature recorded at the first inflection point and the

temperature recorded at the STP. The Cooling Intensity (CI) in this

study is defined as the difference between the average temperature

within the CR and the temperature recorded at the STP. The

average CI for the 8 selected dates was identified as CImean for the

specific STP.

3 Results

3.1 Exploratory variables and LST

The cross comparison of the land use and land cover

indicators NDVI, NDBI, and MNDWI (refer Figure 3) depicts the

longitudinal changes within the buffer zone for the 7 STPs. For the

cases ofWorli, Bandra and Dharavi, the NDVI andMNDWI values

are seen to be lowest among the 7 STPs and highest for NDBI values.

Seasonal variation among the summer and winter dates is seen for

the NDVI values. Versova, Malad, and Bhandup STP buffers show

decreasing NDVI and increasing NDBI and MNDWI values.

A linear regression analysis was undertaken to evaluate the

impact of the STP buffer profile on the LST. The buffer zone

included varied land use of urban built, wetlands, roads, vegetation

etc. The land-use indices NDVI (for vegetation), NDBI (for

built), MNDWI (for water) for the specific buffer zone are

indicative of the STP surroundings. These were regressed against

the LST for the specific buffer zone to identify the associations

between the surrounding and the mapped LST. Table 2 shows the

linear regression analysis results of exploratory variables NDVI,

NDBI, and MNDWI with respect to the dependent variable LST.

Worli, Bandra, and Dharavi buffer zones included densely built

spaces, while the rest have comparatively open surroundings

that include wetlands and vegetation, refer to Figure 1. NDBI

showed comparatively higher R2 values consistently than NDVI

and MNDWI for all STPs. This signifies that the presence or

absence of built spaces in the surroundings has a comparatively

higher impact on the LST than the presence/absence of vegetation

and water. The built index showed a strong positive influence on

LST for Versova, Malad and Ghatkopar STPs. Malad and Bhandup

STPs showed a significant impact of the vegetation index on the

LST. OnlyWorli STP showed a significant influence of MNDWI on

the LST.
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FIGURE 3

Mean values of NDVI, NDBI, and MNDWI for the 7 STPs plotted for all the selected dates from 2014 to 2021.

TABLE 2 R² value of linear regression models of NDVI, NDBI, MNDWI, and

land-use classification with the dependent variable LST of the respective

STP bu�er zones.

Location Surroundings NDVI NDBI MNDWI

1. Worli Built 0.0019 0.3425 0.5354

2. Bandra Built 0.1345 0.2528 0.0148

3. Dharavi Built 0.1589 0.4312 0.1993

4. Versova Open 0.2572 0.5874 0.2138

5. Malad Open 0.5044 0.7049 0.3733

6. Ghatkopar Open 0.2033 0.5137 0.4135

7. Bhandup Open 0.6048 0.366 0.4035

R-square values in bold: More than 50% of the variability is explained by the model.

3.2 TVI Analysis

The Thermal Variation Index (TVI) generated from Landsat

imagery for the seven STPs was plotted using stack profile in

ArcGIS for the eight selected dates (2014–2021). Figure 4 shows the

TVI stack profile for Versova and Bandra STPs with the summer

and winter month variation of each selected year represented in

different colors. The STP impact can be visually assessed in both

these instances. The Bandra STP is located in a densely built

context. A significant drop in TVI is noted at the Bandra STP

with respect to the surrounding buffer area TVI. Conversely, for

the Versova case located around wetlands, a significant rise over

the STP in comparison to the buffer area TVI is observed. Bandra

STP reports a cooling effect, while Versova STP reports a heating

effect. Table 2 reports the TVI profile results for all the STPs of 8

selected dates from years 2014, 2016, 2019, and 2021. It denotes the

heating and cooling effect and further enlists the mean temperature

difference (1T) for all 8 selected dates, summer dates, and winter

dates, respectively. 1T is the difference in temperature between a

given buffer ring and the STP.Worli, Bandra, and Dharavi reported

a cooling effect. The rest saw a heating profile. The highest overall

mean1T was reported for the Dharavi STP with 1.99◦C and lowest

for Worli with 0.95◦C. Ghatkopar with 2.47◦C reported the highest

summer mean 1T. Dharavi reported the highest winter mean

1T. Interestingly, Worli and Dharavi reported similar summer

and winter mean 1T. This can be attributed to the neighboring

informal settlement/slum clusters within the buffer zone with

high NDBI, LST, and TVI, refer Figure 5. These clusters reported

high LST in both seasons. The other 5 STPs show a minimum

0.5◦C difference between the summer and winter mean 1T. The

highest 1T between the summer and winter dates is reported by

Ghatkopar with 1.76◦C followed by Bhandup with 1.30◦C. This

can be attributed to the wetlands in Ghatkopar and Bhandup

buffer zones.

Figure 5 shows the Worli case wherein the 30m multiple

buffer rings are demarcated over the satellite image with the

STP location highlighted in red. Subsequently, the MLC, NDVI,

NDBI, MNDWI, LST, and TVI output of the Worli case are

juxtaposed for visual analysis. It can be observed that the highest

NDBI, LST, and TVI value is recorded in the slum cluster to

the right of the STP. Additionally, the same area exhibits the

lowest MNDWI and NDVI values. The lowest LST and TVI

values are observed over the STP and the immediate surroundings

within the buffer zone. A significant cooling effect of the STP

is observed in the Worli scenario. As seen in the MLC and

NDVI render, the STP has a ring of vegetation bordering the

plant. This further contributes to the cooling effect of the

Worli STP.
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FIGURE 4

TVI stack profile showcasing the heating and cooling profile of Versova and Bandra STPs from 2014 to 2021 (summer and winter months) respectively.

3.3 Cooling e�ect indices

Cooling Effect (CE) indices for this study included the Cooling

Range, Temperature Difference 1TC, and Cooling Intensity.

Table 3 enlists the CE indices derived for the study period for

each specific STP. The CRmean was highest for Bandra at 161.25m

and lowest for Versova at 34m. The highest 1TC was noted

for Worli, followed by Bandra and Dharavi. Worli, Bandra, and

Dharavi had the highest values for the Cooling Effect Indices.

These three STPs exhibit the highest cooling effect, attributed

to the buffer areas with densely built-up spaces. Conversely,

Versova, Malad, and Bhandup had the lowest Cooling Effect

Indices. As inferred from the TVI profile data (Table 4), these

locations display a heating profile with the resultant low CE

indices. Figure 6 shows the Cooling Intensity of all STPs plotted

against the Cooling Range for the selected dates between 2014

and 2021. The Cooling Range mode value for Worli, Bandra,

and Dharavi was 150m. For the rest, the mode was 30m.

Comparatively higher CR values of 300m and 240m were reported

by Ghatkopar for the 2014 and 2016 winter dates. These anomalous

data points exhibited the STP cooling effect as opposed to

the heating profile reported for the rest of the selected dates.

The Cooling Range for Versova, Malad, and Bhandup did not

exceed 60 m.
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FIGURE 5

Worli STP and 300m multi-ring bu�er zone showing MLC, NDVI, NDBI, MNDWI, LST, TVI, and CE Index respectively.

TABLE 3 Cooling e�ect indices for the 7 STPs.

STP
location

Temperature
di�erence
1TC (◦C)

Mean
cooling
range:
CRmean
(m)

Mean
cooling
intensity:
CImean

1. Worli 1.2823 157.5 0.7616

2. Bandra 0.9768 161.25 0.5757

3. Dharavi 0.9545 142.5 0.5383

4. Versova 0.0019 33.75 0.0010

5. Malad 0.0197 45 0.0098

6. Ghatkopar 0.3097 90 0.1689

7. Bhandup 0.0165 41.25 0.0082

3.4 Thermal variance index, cooling e�ect
indices and explanatory variables

Figure 7 represents the comparative analysis of parameters

considered in this study to evaluate the heating/cooling profiles

exhibited by the GI. STP area, Cooling Range and STP capacity

values were normalized and used in this graph for comparison. Z-

score normalization was undertaken using the mean and standard

deviation values of the respective parameters. As seen in Figure 7,

TABLE 4 TVI profile for STPs showing mean 1T, summer 1T and winter

1T for all selected dates (2014–2021).

STP
Location

TVI
E�ect

Mean
1T (◦C)

Summer
1T (◦C)

Winter
1T (◦C)

1. Worli Cooling 0.9549 1.0068 0.9029

2. Bandra Cooling 1.3606 1.7338 0.9874

3. Dharavi Cooling 1.9943 1.9982 1.9905

4. Versova Heating 1.6942 2.0534 1.3349

5. Malad Heating 1.3482 1.8528 0.8436

6. Ghatkopar Heating 1.5897 2.4743 0.7050

7. Bhandup Heating 1.1344 1.7846 0.4841

Worli, Bandra, and Dharavi show highest values of NDBI, 1TC,

TVI, Cooling Range, and Cooling Intensity for the 8 selected

dates (refer Table 1). They also had the lowest values of NDVI

and MNDWI. Conversely, Versova, Malad, and Bhandup showed

comparatively higher values of NDVI, MNDWI and lower values

of NDBI, STP capacity, Cooling Range, and Cooling Intensity.

Two instances of heating effect were recorded in Ghatkopar,

refer Figure 6. This is reflected in the rising TVI, 1TC, and

Cooling Intensity values of Ghatkopar seen in Figure 7. The

capacity of Ghatkopar STP is also comparatively higher. Despite
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FIGURE 6

Graph showing Cooling Range vs. Cooling Intensity for 7 STPs (2014–2021).

FIGURE 7

Graph comparing 7 Mumbai STPs’ bu�er area performance for LSI, NDBI, NDVI, MNDWI, TVI, Cooling Intensity, and Temperature Di�erence (1TC).

the lower capacity value for Dharavi STP, a high cooling effect

is observed.

To further evaluate the relationship between these parameters,

a multiple regression analysis was undertaken, refer Tables 5, 6. The

dependent variables selected for heating/cooling profile evaluation

were TVI, Cooling Range, and Cooling Intensity. The independent

variables selected were LSI, NDBI, NDVI, MNDWI, STP Area, and

STP Capacity. Table 5 shows the descriptive statistics of the model

parameters. Table 6 entails the multiple regression analysis results

for the six models derived.

3.5 MNDWI, NDVI, and LSI

For the multiple regression analysis, two sets of model

parameters, namely MNDWI, NDVI and LSI, along with STP Area,

STP Capacity and NDBI were each tested against the dependent

variables of TVI, CR and CI respectively. Table 6 reports the R2

value, coefficients, significance value and the Variance Inflation

Factor (VIF) of these models. NDVI and NDBI showed high

collinearity and hence were not included in the same model. The

first model set included MNDWI, NDVI and LSI. With an R2 value
of 0.73, the first model with dependent variable TVI showed a

high goodness of fit score. The first model suggests that MNDWI

and NDVI are both negatively correlated to TVI. That is, with

higher presence of vegetation/wetlands/water bodies within the

buffer zone, the thermal variance observed is lowered. MNDWI

and NDVI show a significant negative correlation to Cooling

Range and Cooling Intensity in models 2 and 3, respectively.

This suggests that if the buffer zone has a higher area of water

bodies or vegetation, the cooling range and cooling intensity

provided by the STP also reduce significantly. STPs which had

lower NDVI and MNDWI and higher NDBI in the buffer zone
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TABLE 5 Descriptive statistics of model parameters.

Parameters Min Max Avg. SD

Area (m2) 1,405 319,135 114,919 128,279

Capacity (MLD) 180 797 412.86 237.54

LSI 1.13 1.4 1.24 0.08

LST (◦C) 14.69 37.33 27.54 5.25

TVI −2.06 1.18 −0.38 0.84

NDVI 0.08 0.34 0.18 0.05

NDBI −0.23 −0.01 −0.1 0.06

MNDWI −0.13 0.03 −0.05 0.04

1TC (◦C) 0 1.68 0.51 0.57

Cooling range

(m)

30 300 95.89 69.22

Cooling

intensity

0 0.97 0.29 0.34

showed higher cooling range and cooling intensity. The NDBI

usually increases in instances of lower NDVI and MNDWI. As

thermal variation is lower in higher vegetation/waterbody cases,

the cooling intensity exhibited by the specific STP is also lowered,

in comparison with cases of buffer zones with higher NDBI. The

Landscape Shape Index (LSI) shows a negative correlation to TVI.

With a higher LSI value, the STP with more complex shapes show

lower thermal variation. The third model further indicates LSI

having a significant positive impact on Cooling Intensity. With a

higher LSI value, the cooling intensity of the STP was found to

be higher.

3.6 NDBI, STP area, and STP capacity

The fourth model (refer Table 6) shows a significantly high

positive correlation between NDBI and TVI. Similarly, the built

index showed high positive correlation with the Cooling Range and

Cooling Intensity respectively. This indicates a higher possibility of

thermal variance within the STP buffer zone having densely built

spaces. The STP capacity was not found to significantly impact the

TVI. However, CR and CI showed a significant positive correlation

to the STP capacity. The cooling range and intensity could increase

with a higher STP capacity. The STP area showed a significant

negative correlation for TVI and CI. This indicates that given a

smaller STP area, the thermal variance or Cooling Intensity will

be higher.

4 Discussion

The regression analysis results indicated that NDVI, NDBI, and

MNDWI were among the main factors to affect the TVI, Cooling

Range and Cooling Intensity associated with the STP.

4.1 STP surroundings, thermal variation
and cooling e�ect

4.1.1 Cooling cluster: Worli, Bandra, and Dharavi
This study analyzed the thermal variation of seven STPs

including their 500m radius buffer zones in Mumbai. Three STPs

of Worli, Bandra and Dharavi were located within dense urban

areas. These cases had high NDBI values in the buffer areas and low

NDVI and MNDWI values. All three cases had informal housing

clusters/slums apart from other built typologies within the buffer

zone of 500m radius. As shown in Figure 5, the slums within the

buffer zones for Worli were also associated with elevated LST and

TVI values. As the NDVI and MNDWI values were low for these

buffer zones, the STP and the immediate vegetation cover within

the STP contributed significantly to the cooling effect. Profile stack

graph across the buffer zone with the STP in center demonstrated

a significant slump in the TVI values (refer Figure 4), indicating

the cooling effect. For the study timeframe (2014–2021), the mean

1T was highest for Dharavi at 1.99◦C and least for Worli at 0.95◦C

(refer Table 4). The difference between the summer and winter

mean 1T for Dharavi was <0.01◦C. The Dharavi STP showed

significantly high NDBI values with higher slum coverage. On the

contrary, the Bandra STP had high NDBI values but relatively lower

slum coverage. The summer and winter mean 1T difference for

Bandra was 0.74◦C. This highlights the significant contribution

of the built typology toward urban heating. For Dharavi and

Worli STPs, the cooling effect were similar, irrespective of seasonal

variation. The Cooling Range for Bandra STP was found to be

highest at 161.25m, followed by Worli and Dharavi STPs (refer

Table 3). The Cooling Intensity was found to be highest for Worli

STP at 0.76, followed by Bandra and Dharavi STPs. The cases

of Bandra and Dharavi showed comparable 1TC and Cooling

Intensity. However, the Cooling Range of Bandra STP was found

significantly higher than Dharavi STP.

4.1.2 Heating cluster: Versova, Malad, Ghatkopar,
and Bhandup

The four STPs of Versova, Malad, Ghatkopar and Bhandup are

located in the city outskirts amongwetlands andwaterbodies. These

cases showed high NDVI andMNDWI values and lowNDBI values

in comparison to the cooling cluster STPs. For this cluster, the

difference between summer and winter mean 1T was significant

and showed the impact of seasonal variation (refer Table 4). The

heating cluster showed very low Cooling Range, Cooling Intensity

and 1TC (refer Table 3). As seen in Figure 4, the Versova STP

shows significant heating effect. Similarly, the other STPs in this

cluster also contribute toward urban heating. The cooling effect

observed for STPs located in areas with high vegetation was found

to be nominal.

4.2 Planning, design, and policy
implications

The STPs located within densely built surroundings displayed

significant cooling effect, while the ones located near wetlands
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TABLE 6 Regression analysis results of TVI, cooling range, and cooling intensity (2014–2021).

Model Parameters Unstandardized
coe�cients

Standardized
coe�cients

p-value VIF

(1) TVI (R2
= 0.737) (Constant) 2.839 0.017

MNDWI −9.585 −0.439
∗∗∗ 0.000 1.161

NDVI −9.675 −0.664
∗∗∗ 0.000 1.246

LSI −1.603 −0.145 0.070 1.209

(2) Cooling range (R2
= 0.415) (Constant) −7.759 0.956

MNDWI −846.588 −0.474
∗∗∗ 0.000 1.161

NDVI −291.521 −0.244
∗∗ 0.044 1.246

LSI 88.480 0.098 0.407 1.209

(3) Cooling intensity (R2
=

0.612)

(Constant) −1.037 0.071

MNDWI −4.226 −0.483
∗∗∗ 0.000 1.161

NDVI −1.746 −0.299
∗∗∗ 0.003 1.246

LSI 1.138 0.256
∗∗∗ 0.009 1.209

(4) TVI (R2
= 0.766) (Constant) 1.142 0.000

Area 0.000 −0.170
∗∗ 0.032 1.320

NDBI 11.707 0.877
∗∗∗ 0.000 1.623

Capacity −0.001 −0.168 0.051 1.580

(5) Cooling range (R2
= 0.482) (Constant) 98.085 0.001

Area 0.000 −0.173 0.136 1.320

NDBI 341.541 0.313
∗∗ 0.017 1.623

Capacity 0.102 0.354
∗∗∗ 0.007 1.580

(6) Cooling intensity (R2
=

0.687)

(Constant) 0.385 0.000

Area 0.000 −0.234
∗∗ 0.011 1.320

NDBI 2.268 0.424
∗∗∗ 0.000 1.623

Capacity 0.000 0.350
∗∗∗ 0.001 1.580

Bold values show statistically significant models.
∗∗∗Significant at 99%, ∗∗Significant at 95%.

presented considerable heating effect. Coupled with green

strategies, the retrofitted green-gray infrastructure can be used to

mitigate the urban heat island effect as observed in densely built

cities. Urban planners and designers could incorporate learnings

from this study to identify ideal locations for upcoming greenfield

STP projects. GI projects that include water management systems

are essential services in urban planning. With rapid urbanization,

climate change, and global warming threats, it is essential to

evaluate the impacts of existing water management systems on the

surroundings. The resulting inferences could provide great insights

to planners and policymakers for future development. Cities in the

Global South are rapidly strengthening their GI, providing for the

ever-increasing population. With learnings from this study, the

upcoming projects could undertake precautionary steps to mitigate

urban ills of heat island effects and capitalize on the cooling effect

identified herein where needed. With the integration of Nature-

based Solutions where feasible, essential ecosystem services could

be provided to achieve climate-resilient solutions (Browder et al.,

2019).

4.3 Study limitations and future scope

This study utilized remotely sensed satellite imagery to

derive the analytical parameters. The study did not include local

air temperature records owing to the lack of meteorological

stations in the study vicinity. Cross-validation with on-site air

temperature measurements could further strengthen the study

results. Furthermore, a comparative analysis between similar

STPs in other Indian cities could fortify the learnings. The

decarbonization of STP operational processes and the inclusion

of green building strategies to reduce urban heat (He, 2022)

could be future prospects of this research. The Cooling Effect

assessment involves a manual observation of the inflection point

to derive the Cooling Range (Kong et al., 2014; Lee et al.,

2016; Cruz et al., 2019). This parameter selection could be

automated using machine learning models in larger studies to

evade human errors. The future scope of this study could include

consolidating the Cooling Effect index derivation with GIS-

backed models.
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5 Conclusion

This research used Landsat 8 remote sensing images of a

total of 8 dates from the years 2014, 2016, 2019, and 2021. Two

dates from the summer and winter months per chosen year were

selected to assess the impact of seasonal variation. Using the RS

images, the study demonstrated the contribution of seven Mumbai

STPs to the local heating and cooling effect. For the selected

dates, the STPs located around wetlands including Versova, Malad,

Ghatkopar and Bhandup showed an overall heating effect. The

summer 1T was much higher than the winter 1T for these

cases as well, refer Table 4. These cases also displayed a drastic

drop in the 1T between the summer and winter dates. STPs

located within densely built areas including cases of Worli, Bandra

and Dharavi, showed an overall cooling effect. For the case of

Worli and Dharavi, the summer and winter 1T did not show

any variation. The highest values of Cooling Range and Cooling

Intensity were recorded for Worli, Bandra, and Dharavi. This

demonstrates that for cases of existing STPs located within the

city, there exists an urban cooling potential. In combination with

additional nature-based solutions and retrofitting, the existing GI

could thus contribute to ameliorating urban heat islands. Land-

use indices of NDVI, NDBI, and MNDWI were found to have

high significance value in the regression analysis undertaken. STP

characteristics parameters like area, capacity and LSI were also

found to be significant in some models. MNDWI and NDVI

showed a significant negative correlation to the Thermal Variation

Index. Higher thermal variation is predicted in STP cases with

lower water and vegetation indices. Additionally, the cooling range

and intensity demonstrated by the STP increase in instances

where the built index is higher within the buffer zone. TVI

and Cooling Intensity showed a significant negative correlation

with the STP area. In conclusion, the study demonstrated

the cooling potential of existing STPs in densely built urban

areas. Synergizing green building strategies within the design,

construction, and operation of proposed STPs would further

aid in alleviating urban heat challenges. Incorporating other

green-gray strategies, urban planners can utilize existing GI to

mitigate drastic thermal variance effect and provide climate-

resilient solutions.
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